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Update - New solutions to overcome supply chain shortages 
 
 

Dear customers, dear partners 
 
Since last December there have been many steps forward in the development of new solutions to overcome 
supply chain issues.  
 
For various electronic components, which are not available anymore, there have been alternatives selected and 
tested. Some of them are already used in the actual WYLER products, without any influence on form, fit or func-
tion of the devices. For other electronic components WYLER can still profit from its own stock. 
 
For the last time mentioned display module of the BlueLEVEL, an alternative display module has been selected. 
All engineering work and testing for that alternative display module is done, so that it could be used for future 
production. Interestingly also on the supply side there have been changes and the actual used display module is 
available again. Wyler has already now display modules secured for more than one year. 
 
BlueLEVEL II 
The Bluetooth module OBS433, which is used in the BlueLEVEL since some years, is unfortunately still not availa-
ble. Our frame contracts and orders for this Bluetooth module are still open and not fulfilled. So far there are 
also no fix promises from the suppliers, when the Bluetooth module will be delivered and in which quantity. We 
are sure it will come somewhen … 
 
The development of the BlueLEVEL II, with the newer Bluetooth module BT121, is still on track. The connection 
is working stable and we are now in an extensive testing phase. So far we are confident to keep our schedule 
that this solution will be ready for Q2/2022. By the way the Bluetooth module BT121 is already used in the 
wylerCONNECT and WYLER secured a large number of this Bluetooth module in its own stock. 
 
The BlueLEVEL II will be fully compatible with the wylerCONNECT and the APP wylerUNIVERSAL. The software-
applications, which can be downloaded via wylerSOFT – Info-Center, are also working as today with the 
wylerCONNECT. 
 
The BlueLEVEL II cannot connect anymore, neither via Bluetooth nor cable, to the BlueMETER SIGMA and the 
BlueTC. Else the BlueLEVEL II is similar to the BlueLEVEL with the same functionality and the same measurement 
base types. 
 
wylerPLOT 
wylerPLOT will be a new software-application, which offers among other things similar functionalities like the 
BlueMETER SIGMA. The development of this software-application was brought forward to support the launch of 
the BlueLEVEL II.  
 
wylerPLOT works with the interface wylerCONNECT and will be part of wylerSOFT – Info-Center. Planned re-
lease date for wylerPLOT is Q2/2022, like the launch of the BlueLEVEL II.  
 
wylerPLOT works via the wylerCONNECT also with the existing BlueLEVEL, the BlueLEVEL-2D, the wylerLEVEL 
family, the wylerCLINO family and the Clinotronic S. 
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wylerPLOT runs on a tablet with Windows 10 (or higher) 

 

 
wylerPLOT runs on a laptop with Windows 10 (or higher) 

 
 
More information on wylerPLOT will follow in March 2022. 
 
WYLER will contact you for all your open BlueLEVEL orders. You will then have the possibility either to stay with 
your ordered BlueLEVEL or to switch to a BlueLEVEL II (and wylerPLOT).  
 
WYLER will inform about the new solutions and the situation for the supply of the Bluetooth modules again in 
March 2022 or even earlier if the supply chain problems of the Bluetooth module would change.  
 
Kind regards 
  
Urs Kammacher 
Deputy Managing Director 
Head of Sales & Marketing 
 


